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Date book
Monday, Oct. 26
N- Music and Art Festlwal Exhibit, ··Of New
Account: The Chicago lmagists, .. Fine Arts
Gallery, ttvough Nov. 20. Gallery hours are 9
a.m ·4:30 pm weekdays and 2·5 pm.
Sundays. Free.
Photography Exhibit, selected watercolors
and works from his 'VISions of America" series.
by Joel Rudinger. lunanitiesat Firelands,
College Art Gallery. Fireiands campus. ttvough
Friday (Oct. 30) Gallery hours are 10 a.m.·8
p.m. Monday through Thursday and 1O a.m.-5
p.m. Friday.
Lecture, "Forced Repatriation of White
Russians After World War II," by Col.rlt Nikolai
Tolstoy. author and Soviet historian. 7 :30 p. m..
11 2 Lite Sciences Building. Sponsored by the
Social Phlosophy and Policy Center.
Film, "Solo Sunny," 8 p.m., Gish Film
Theater. Hanna Hal.

Tuesday, Oct. 27
Presentation, by Brian Feil and John
O'Connor. winners of the ··younger Ohio Fiction
Writers Contest," will speak on their works. 1O
a.m .• McBride Auditorium. Firelands campus.
Noontime Lecture Series, by Joan Tussing,
assistant director of University Placement
Services. and Betty Ann Almester. a graduate
assistant of University Placement Services. will
discuss practical strategies for career selection
and job searching focusing on the the needs of
the non-traditional student. noon, Off-Campus
Student Center. Moseley Hall. Free.
AIDS Discussion, Buck Harris of the Ohio
Department of Health, 7:30 p.m.• Lenhart Grand
Balroom, University Union. Sponsored by the
Student Health Services as part of the Health
Fair.

ProgressiYe Student OrganizaUon Meeting,
8 p.m .. United Christian Fellowship Center. 313
Thurstin. Everyone welcome.
Viola Recital, performed by students of
Pamela Ryan, music performance studies, 8
p.m., Bryan Recital Han. Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

Wednesday, Oct. 28
Public Reading, by Robert Fox. noted
American author and coordinator of fiterature
programs for the Ohio Arts Council, 7:30 p.m.,

Firelands Room. Fu-elands campus.
Biology Seminar, ··invertebrate Species
T umover and Grayfing Foraging in an Arctic
Stream," by Or. Michael Miler. biology.
University of Cincinnati, 3:30 p.m .. 112 Life
Sciences Building. Free.
Peace Education Series, "The Nuclear
WarlNuclear Weapons Connection," 7 :30 p.m ..
United Christian FeBowship Center, 313
Thurstin. Free.
Hom Recital, performed by Herbert Spencer.
music performance studies. 8 p.m., Bryan
Recital Ha.II. Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

Thursday, Oct. 29
Keynote Address, opening "Expo 1987-A
Blueprint for the Future.''"Careers of the
Future:· by Robert Malone. editor. designer and
futurist. 1 0:30 a.m .. Prout Chapel.

Classified
Employment
Opportunities
The following classified staff positions are

aV<Plable:
N- Vacancies

Posting expiration date for employees to
1· indicates that
an employee from within the department is
bidding and being considered for the pos;tion.)
apply: 4 p.m., Friday, Oct. 30.

10-30-1

10-30-2 •

Accountant 3
Pay range 31
Bursar's office
Administnitiwe Assistant 2
PayRange30
Bursar's office

1 0-30-3

Cashier I
PayRange3
Bursar's office

Lecture, "The Meaning of Ufe: Fcur
Perspecbves:· by Paul Slo.ulason. philosopny.
University of Iceland. 1 1 a m_. Assembly Room.
McFall Center. Free
Human Relations Commission Meeting, 2
p.m .. Faculty Lounge. University Union.
Mathematics and Statistics Colloquium,
··Refining Discreet Confidence Intervals," by Or
George Casela. CorneU University. 3 45 p.m.,
220 Math Science Building.
Public Reading, by Wolfgang Kohlhaase. East
German screenwriter and author. 4 p.m., Faculty
L.oooge. University Union.
Documenatary, 'Tame Passes By."
introduced by Wolfgang Kohlaase. East German
screenwriter and author. 7:30 p.m .• 200
Moseley Hal.
UAO Lenhart Classics Alm Serles, ''Night of
the Uvng Dead," 8 p.m .. Gish Film Theater.
HannaHal. Free.
Theatw, "Our Town." 8 p.m.. McBride
Auditorium. FM'elands campus. For ticket
information call 433·5560. ext. 242.

Friday, Oct. 30
Regional Competition, for the National
Associatio-:1 of Teachers of Singing. Moore
Musical Arts Center. For more information call
372·2181.
Poetry Reading, by Doris Davenport. English.
12:30p.m.. 105AJerorne Library. Free.
Men's and Women's Swimming, will
compete in the Tom Stubbs Relays in diving. 3
p.m .. Cooper Pool. Student Recreation Center.
Jean Arthur Film Series, "Only Angels have
Wings:· 7 p.m .. Gish Fdm Theater. Hanna Hail.
Free.
Theater, "Our Town," 8 p.m .. McBride
Auditorium. Fireiands campus. For ticket
information can 433-5560;ext. 242.
UAO Weekend MoYie, "The Exorcist," 8 p.m.
and 10 p.m .• 210 Math Science Building. Cost:
$1.50with 1.0.
Jean Arthur Film Series, "Mr. Smith Goes to
Washington.'' 9: 15 p.m .. Gish Fdm Theater.
Hanna Hal. Free.
UAO Weekend Mcnie, "The Omen.'' midnight.
21 o Math Science Building. Cost: s1.50 with
1.0.

Saturday, Oct. 31
Regional Competition, for the National
Association of Teachers of Singing continues.
Moore Musical Arts Center. For more
information call 372-2181.
Men's and Women's Swimming, will
compete in the Tom Stubbs Relays. 1 p.m .•
Cooper Pool. Student Recreation Center.
Theater, "Our Town." 8 p.m., McBride
Auditorium, Fireiands campus. For ticket
informaiion can 433-5560, ext. 242.
UAO Weekend MoYie, "The Exorcist.'' 8 p.m.
and 10 p.m., 210 Math Science Building. Cost
$1.50with1.0.
UAO Weekend Morie, "The Omen:· midnight.
210 Math Science Building. Cost: S1 .50 with
1.0.

Sunday, Nov. 1
Men's Soccer, BGSU vs. Western Michigan, 2
p.m .• Mickey Cochrane Field.
Theater, "Our Town ... 2:30 p.m .. McBride
Aucfrtorium. Fu-elands campus. For ticket
information can 433-5560, ext. 242.
Bryan Chamber Series, "Brass Encounters."
performed by the Bowling Green Brass Quintet.
8 p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

Monday, Nov. 2
Concert, performed by the Classical Guitar
Quartet. 8 p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.

Order regalia
Faculty and staff are reminded to place
their orders for December commencement
regalia at the University Bookstore as soon
as possible. Orders may be phoned to
Marge Houchins at 372-2851. A $5 late
charge will be added to orders placed after
Dec.4.

Faculty/staffpositions
The following tacUty positions are available:
Finance and Insurance: Assistant professor of fnance (anticipated lo be filed Aug. 1 , 1988) ).
Contact Stephen E. Skemp (2-2520). Deadline: Dec. 1.
Marketing: Assistant professor (anticipated). Contact James S. West (2-2041 )/Deadline: Oct. 30.
Mathematics and Statistics: Post doctoral lectU'er (anticipated). Contact Hassoon S. Al-Amiri
(2-7455). Deadline: Ma-ch 1.
Political Sc:ietice: Professor and chair. Cootact Roger c. Anderson (2· 2 924). Deadine: Oct. 31 .
The following administrative positions are avaia.ble:
(Awailable) Academic Enhancement: Rhetoric and composition specialist. Contact Annmarie
Heldt (2-2558). Deadline: Nov. 1.
Office of the Assodal9 Vice President of Research: Director. Animal Facilities (re-opened).
Contact Elden Martin. cJo The Graduate College (2-7714). Deadline=.Pec. 4.

In Brief
Futurist featured at career expo
R2D2 and C3PO may be fantasy. but a
host of other robots have now arrived. It's
an "electronic reality that presents us with
a family of robots at work in every
conceivable setting around the wofld."
according to editor. designer and futurist
Robert Malone.
Malone will discuss the impact of
robotics on the wofld of work and offer his
job forecast for the immediate future and
into the 21 st century during a career expo
Thursday (Oct. 29) on campus.
Sponsored by the University's
Placement ServiceS. the day-long "Expo
1987--A Blueprint for the Future" also
features a career fair, a luncheon for faculty
and recruiters, and faculty·hosted
information sessions for employers.
Malone, executive editor of "Automation
News," will give a keynote address to
employers and faculty on "Careers of the
Future" at 10:30 a.m. Thursday in Prout

Planning to retire?
Faculty and administrative staff members
who expect to retire during the next year
are reminded that if they plan to participate
in the supplemental retirement program.
application for participation must be made
by Dec. 1.
The general provisions of the policy are
contained in the Faculty Governance
Document and in the Administrative Staff
Handbook. Faculty members who have
questions about the program or who wish
to obtain application materials should
contact the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs. Administrative staff
members should contact Administrative
Staff Personnel Services.

Submit nominations
Nominations are being accepted until
Nov. 15 for Distinguished Research/Artist
Professor. Nominations are to be made to
the vice president for academic affairs and
must carry the endorsement of the
nominee's department or school.
Nomination materials should include a
letter of endorsement detailing the
nominee's accomplishments that fonn the
basis for the award, a current curriculum
vita, and the names of external scholars of
national and international reputation who
may be contacted.

Firelands opens
basketball season
The Firelands Flames will play their first
game of the 1987-88 season under the
direction of new coach Richard King.
King has had 12 years of experience as a
head coach at the high school level with a
record of 151 wins and 94 losses. He
started his coaching career in Port
Washington. and last coached at Hoover
High School in North Canton. He holds his
master's from Eastern Michigan University
and an educational speciafist's degree from
Kent State University. He is a tanner
superintendent of Amherst Schools.
The Flames will play their first game Nov.
1 O against the Lima Branch of Ohio State
University at home. The game will begin at
7 p.m. in the gymnasium.

For sale
WBGU-TV has for sale to departments
Apple lie 64k computers and Corvus
Omninet interface cards. For more
information, contact Michael Fitzpatrick at
372-7001.

Monitor
The Monitor is published weekly by the
Office of Public Relations for tacUty and staff
of Bowling Green State University. The
deadline to submit material for the Nov. 2 issue
is5p.m. Tuesday.Oct. 27.
Editor. Melssa Peper rl"estone
Photographer: Wiliam Brown
ContribUtors: Clifton P. Boutele. Teri Sharp,
Gantner A. MclJ!an Jr.• Linda Swaisgood.
Beth Sondgeroth and Kari Hesbum.
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Chapel. He is scheduled to discuss the
same topic with students at 2:30 p.m. in
Prout Chapel.
Former editor-in-chief of "Industrial
Design" magazine and pictorial editor of
"OMNI" magazine. Malone travels the
country discussing and demonstrating
robotic technology and its impact on
people's lives. He has written several
books. including "Rocketship" and "The
Robot Book," and frequently appears on
radio and television. His visit to Bowling
Green is being cosponsored by Placement
Services. the University Activities
Organization and lnterfratemity Council.
Representatives of about 80 companies
are expected to attend, according to
Sandra George, assistant director of
placement services.
This marks the third year for the event,
George said, noting. "It's unique in that we
have faculty, students and employers
involved."
She added that for the first time a number
of universities are sending representatives
who wiU bring information about graduate
programs on their respective campuses.
Among recruiters expected to attend are
Ameritrust Co .• Bank One of Columbus.
Century 21 of Ohio Inc.• Clennont County
Board of Education. the FBI.
Bder-Beerman Stores Corp .• Lever
Brothers. Mead Data Central, Nationwide
Insurance and United Telephone Co. of

Vol.

)(J..
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Arts Unlimited program
gears up for school year

The career fair portion of the expo will be
held from 3:30-6:30 p.m. in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom of the University Union.

Film, reading set

Kohlhasse. who is presenUy touring the
United States and speaking at various
universities, also will show a documentary
film he made on Wolf. who died in 1982.
The film was presented at the Berlin Film
Festival in 1986.
On Monday (Oct. 26) the East German
film "Solo Sunny, .. directed by Wolf with
screenplay by Kohlhasse, will be shown at
8 p.m. in the Gish Theater. On Thursday
(Oct. 29), Kohlhasse will read from his
works at 4 p.m. in the faculty lounge in the
University Union.

Poetry presented
Dr. Doris Davenport. English, will give a
poetry reading Friday (Oct. 30).
She will read her poetry at 12:30 p.m. in
150A Jerome Library. The reading. which
is open to the public free of charge. is part
of the FRIDAVS series of readings by
campus and guest writers sponsored by
the Creative Writing Program.
Davenport, who specializes in minority
fiterature. fonnerty taught at Gainsville
Junior CoDege in Georgia. She has
pubflShed several articles and monographs
as well as given readings of her poetry.

Staff added
New employees have joined the
administrative staff. They include:
In academic affairs: Janet Harrington,
career counselor, Counsefing and Career
Development Center: and Cindy Colvin,
counselor/coordinator, tutorial services.
academic enhancement.
In operations: Darlene Ehmke, service
manager. University Union; Doreen
Bateson, assistant production and
assistant catering manager, University
Union.
In planning and budgeting: Frederick
Kanke, directors of records, registration
and records.

Wanted to buy
The Student Recreation Center is looking
to buy an IBM Selectrie typewriter. Any
department with a typewriter for sale
should contact Diana at 372-7483 or Jodi
at 372-2712.

r=crty·one northwest and north central
of Susan Thomasson and Rick Kitts of the
'.)schools are taking part in Arts
New York's Lincoln Center are scheduled
'..Jr .rr.'ted this year. according to Dr.
in April.
'I '~hael Moore, director of the program.
Participating schools include Kenwood.
;..bout 50 planning sessions with the
Crim, St. Aloysius. Wood Lane and the
s ::roo!s were held in October to gear up
high school in Bowling Green; Webster.
's~ this year's program.
Luckey. Lemoyne and Pemberville in the
/.rts Unlimited strives to make the arts
Eastwood School District: Powell
"-" :ntegral part of classroom instruction.
Elementary in North Baltimore; Maumee
To accomplish that goal, the program
Valley Country Day School: Harvard
s!fers classroom teachers specialized
School in Rossford: Toledo
a'ts instruction each summer on the
Glendale-Feilbach; and Maplewood in
Bowling Green campus and at Firelands
Sylvania.
College. It also provides teaching artists
Also taking part are St Wendelin.
who continue to work with the teachers
Holmes. Riley. Field and Lowell schools
throughout the school year. The artists
in Fostoria; Clyde High School; Carey
give lesson-demonstrations at the
High School: Whittier Elementary in the
schools and there are field trips to live
Lima School District; Ottawa Elementary;
performances and art museums.
Glandorf Elementary; Portage Elementary
The award-winning, innovative program
in the Elmwood School District; Weston
is sponsored by the University with
Elementary in the Otsego School District;
support from the Ohio Arts Council and
St. Peter's in Huron; Meadowlawn.
individual and corporate contributions.
Venice Heights. St. Peter and Paul.
According to Moore. 125 classroom
Ontario and Glenwright Academy. all in
teachers have met with 13 teaching
Sandusky; Bogart School in Castalia:
artists to organize school visits and
Bataan and Jefferson elementaries in Port
lesson plans for the year.
Clinton: Miland Elementary: Berlin-Milan
To insure the quality and effectiveness
of the program, a limit has been set on the Middle School; Vennilion South Street
School; Lorain Homewood: Franklin
number of residencies that can be
Elementary in Van Wert: and Liberty
requested by each school. Tnis year.
School
in Ohio City.
more than 6,800 students will study
In
addition
to the University and the
music, theater, dance and visual art,
Ohio Arts Council, financial contributors
Moore indicated.
to the Arts Unlimited program for the
The school year's work will culminate in
1987-88 academic year include Hitachi,
the spring when students will see the
the Arts Commission of Greater Toledo,
work studied.
the Ohio Humanities Council, Bartlett
Shozo Sato will bring his nationally
Insurance Agency of Bowring Green, the
acclaimed "Kabuki Othello" to the
Bowling Green State University Senior
Bowling Green campus the week of Feb.
Class Challenge, Cedar Point
8-12 for both public and special
Amusement Park. Crim Elementary
performances for schools participating in
School in Bowring Green, the Cummins
Arts Unrunited.
Engine Foundation, Falcon Plaza Best
Students studying music wiD hear the
Western Motel in Bowling Green.
Toledo Symphony Orchestra perfonn
Nordson Foundation, Toledo Trust
"Appalachian Spring·· by Aaron Copland
Company and Webster Elementary
on March 1 and 2. Visits to the Toledo
School.
Museum of Art and dance performances
:;~·

Ohio.

East German screenwriter and author
Wolfgang Kohlhasse will be on campus
Thursday (Oct. 29) to read from his works
and speak about the films he made in
collaboration with Konrad Wolf. East
Germany's best known film director.
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The work of a school of artists known for their brash imagery is being showcased at
the Fine Arts Gallery through Nov. 20. Part of the New Music and Art Festival. the
exhibition ··of New Account: The Chicago lmagists .. features 30 pieces by eight
originators of the Chicago lmagism movement which relates to certain types of
surrealism and social commentary.

McMaster Institute to use
grant for business series
For smaD and mid-sized scientific and
technical companies, the thought of
competing internationally can be
intimidating. To help overcome such a
feeling, the McMaster Leadership
Institute will conduct a series of
workshops over the next two years.
A $34,000 grant from the U.S.
Department of Education makes the
workshops possible. "It's our first grant
ever," Karen Bunting, <firector of the
institute, said. The institute was
established in 1985 through a S 1 milfion
donation from Harold and Helen
McMaster of Perrysburg. The McMaster
lnstiMe concentrates on ways in which
small firms and scientific and technical
industry can profit and grow in today's
economic cfimate.
In cooperation with the University's
Asian studies committee. the College of
Business Administration and a private
firm--Mead Imaging, which has been
successful in Asian business
ventures-Bunting said the instutute wiU
host the workshops during the summer of
1988 and 1989.
Next summer, the institute will invite
smaD to medium-sized techno-scientific
firms to three executive workshops.
Bunting said. With the help of American
firms already successful in Asia, the
institute's programs will deal with the
cultural aspects of three Asian countries:
Korea. Japan and China.
According to Bunting, the programs will
address Asian history and the countries'
social aspects. "We·a also ask executives
to role play in a mock businesS meeting
and treat them to the food of Asian
countries," Bunting said.
Between 1988 and 1989, workshop
participants wil use the learned
techniques to conduct transactions in
Asia while graduate students track their

progress.
When the business people return for

follow-up workshops in 1989, they plan
to share their experiences and obtain
further advice from the institute. "The
second part of the program is the most
interesting," Bunting said, "because
feedback will help us build a relationship
with these companies." -Beth

Sondgeroth

Parents Club pledges scholarship aid
Wrth projected increases in the cost of
higher education, finding every available
scholarship dollar is a necessity for most
students. Unfortunately. fin:fing that aid
can sometimes be like finding the
proverbial "needle in the haystack."
That's why the University's Parents
Club has as its project this year the
fun<fing of a computerized Scholarship
Locating Service that will be able to match
the qualifications and interests of Bowling
Green students with various agencies,
foundations, corporations and
organizations. nationwide, that offer
scholarships or grants.
Parents of current University students
are being asked to support the
scholarship project with their pledges
during an Office of Development telefund
that will continue through Nov. 5.
According to David Wu, development. the
goal is to raise $60,000 to cover the cost
of purchasing computer hardware and
software, instaaation and related
expenses associated with getting the
Scholarship Locating Service up and
running at Bowling Green.
"This is a project that wiD benefit every
student at the University.·· Wu said,
noting that the development office is
coordinating the project in conjunction
with the Office of Financial Aid and
Student Employment.
Why is a Scholarship Locating Service
necessary at Bowling Green? Wu points

to national statistics to document the
need. Nearly $4 bilr10n from some 4,000
sources is available nationwide to support
undergraduate, graduate and vocational
study. And it has been estimated that
about $135 milfion goes unclaimed every
year.
"There is a need to match these
available resources with the needs of our
students, .. Wu said, noting that the
proposed Scholarship Locating Service
will do just that. Students will be able to sit
at a computer tenninal, enter basic
information about themselves, their
program of academic study. their
extra-curricular interests and affifiations
and then receive a list of possible
scholarship sources.
Although much of the information that
wiD be available via the computer system
is CUTently accessible in printed fonn. the
process of locating it is time-consuming,
inefficient and inconvenient, Wu said.
Wu noted that similar scholarship
locating services provided by private
firms can cost up to $1 00; the service at
Bowling Green wiD be free.
Although the Parents Club telefund is
stil underway, Wu is optimistic that the
$60,UOO goal wil be achieved. He bases
his expectations on the response of
parents in the past.
Last year. for example. parents
pledged $55,000 that provided a Career
Resources Library for the Counsefing and

Career Develoj)ITlent Center and
University Placement Services. And the
previous year parents' pledges funded
complete renovation of the typing room in
the Jerome Library.
"We have been very pleased with the
parents' level of support. Wu said. noting
that pledges for Parents Club projects
have increased 300 percent over the
past two years and in fact have grown
from about $5.000 annually in the early
years of the organization to the $55.000
pledged last year.
"We are trying to be far more
program-oriented in selecting our
projects for Parents Club funding," Wu
said. "Each year we try to choose a
program that will benefit all students at
Bowling Green and will directly enhance
the education offered at the University.
Wu noted that he encourages aD offices
and departments to submit projects for
possal>le funding by the Parents Club to his
office. "We are always accepting
proposals and consider all those that
benefit aB students,·· he said.

wi-.

The Parents Club was created at the
University 21 years ago with a goal of
providing enhancements to students'
educational opportunities. Parents Day
activities scheduled on November 7 are a
part of the coordinated effort to keep
parents involved in their children's
Bowling Green experiences.

Loyalty and pride spark alumni support
Tradition. Spirit. Loyalty. Pride.
Keeping these feelings alive in the men
and women who graduate from Bowling
Green each year is a primary goal of the
University's Alumni Association, and if the
success of recent activities is any
indicator, the association is achieving its

goal.
With memories of a weU-attended
Homecoming stiU vivid, Larry Weiss.
associate vice president of University
Relations and director for alumni affairs,
says his staff and the members of the
Alumni Board of Trustees are working
harder than ever to continue to build the
Alumni Association and increase the level
of alumni support and participation in the
University and its activities.
More than 600 alumni attended reunion
brunches as part of the September
Homecoming activities. and hundreds of
others met at the Alumni Center. at
college and department offices or at
fraternity and sorority houses to talk over
old times. Graduates from select classes
enjoyed special celebrations. and
attendance at all reunions increased more
than 95 percent over the previous year.
Weiss said.
A part of the Homecoming success
story is the recent emphasis on organized
alumni chapters, Weiss said. Currently
there are 32 active chapters throughout
the country. including 1 2 in Ohio. Many
are newly formed. and others have been
reactivated after several years of
dormancy.
And these chapters have been quick to
get involved in supporting the University
Twenty-six of the locai organizations have
begun Chapter Scho!acsh p accounts
which will pro·..,:ce :;.:i::::~··.·-?s f:;,. s!u-::e:1~s
from their area to 2'.'.e": ?: :.
G·ee~
Each chapter :s ·.·. c··. :c: :- :, : : " ::'

-=

S1 0 ,000 with their scholarship accounts.
Two of the chapters were recently
honol'ed by the Alumni Association and
the University for their outstanding
achievements. The Columbus and
Chicago chapters each received newly
created Eminent Chapter Awards.
"These awards are designed to be an
incentive for each of our chapters to
excel," Weiss said. "HopefuUy they wiU aU
want to be involved in the competition to
be the best. and that will ultimately benefit
us as a University and as an Alumni
Association ...
In addition to fostering support through
organized chapters, Weiss said the
Alumni Association looks to individuals to
sustain tradition. spirit and pride in the
University. This year. for the first time, the
association presented a Recent Graduate
Award to Patricia Wise Spengler, a 1982
graduate who is now a Toledo attorney.
The award wiU be presented to a person
who has graduated within the past 1 0
years. has maintained an active interest in
the University and is involved in his or her
community. Spengler is chair of the
Greater Toledo chapter of the Alumni
Association.
"We saw a real need to recognize our
recent graduates in some special way for
their achievements," Weiss said, noting
that most other Alumni Association
awards for individuals are traditionally
given to those who have been out of
school for longer periods of time.
Other new awards for individuals are
geared to fostering tradition at the
University. This fall the Alumni
Association Board of Trustees created an
Alumni Legacy Scholarsh;p program to
cenefit the sens ar:::1 dau;:hte:-s of
ur:.'?"S;~:•' ;:'2~u:::~e~ 7"r.ese one-year

ineoming freshmen on the basis of their
high school academic record. Only those
students whose mother and/or father is a
graduate of the University are eligible.
The number of legacy scholarships
awarded each year and the monetary
value of each will depend on funds
available. This year three $500 awards
were presented.
"The Alumni Legacy Scholarships are a
response to the many requests we have
received from our graduates for such a
program," Weiss said. "We hope to
enlarge the effort as alumni show their
financial support for this new program."
Another new program about which
Weiss is very optimistic is the Alumni
Leaders Conference. Initiated in
September, the conference attracted
more than 120 alumni chapter leaders.
former members of the alumni board and
other volunteers. They discussed
programming ideas, received updates on
the University and shared their thoughts
about the future of the Alumni

Association.
President Olscamp; John Marlin,
admissions; Conrad McRoberts, financial
aid and student employment; Jack
Gregory, athletics; JoAnn Kroll.
placement services; Clifton Boutelle, public
relations; and Martha Rogers. marketing,
1987 Master Teacher. were among the
presenters at the conference, which will be
repeated in February 1989, Weiss said.
Another fall activity. Alumni Faculty
Week, attracted 49 alumni to the campus
to share their knowledge with students.
Weiss said alumni traveled from as far
away as California an'.J Massachusetts to
teach a :otal of 64 classes rr-,ee'. v;1'.h
student or~anizakJns a~,:: ,,:''1 :oc;".:''"~;
spor.tanr:::-cl.1s ·· .. .::::J s2s-:;: "::

Demand great
for technology
textbook series
Shop classes in public schools are
saying good· bye to their "cake course"
image and undergoing a change.
Instructional techniques are following a
new trend which is pushing students
toward technology literacy.
Ronald Jones. visual
communication and
technology.
recognized the
change taking place
in these classes and
realized there were
not any textbooks
adapting to the
instructional trend.
After co-writing

Discovering
Ronald Jones
Technology
Communication in t 986 with Dr. Janet
Robb of North Texas State University. he
proposed a series of books promoting
technology literacy to the publisher. The
idea was readily accepted and the
three-book series has become one of the
nation's best-selling public school
textbooks on the topic.
Jones acted as consulting editor for the
other two books in the series. Discovering

Technology Energy, Power and
Transportation (published in 1987), and
Discovering Technology Production (due in
1988).
The books were written for the seventh.
eighth and ninth grade levels and Jones
said they focus on the technology of
manufacturing, transportation. construction
a'ld communication. "When you break
everything down, those four areas are what
QeJ;::i!e do to survive." Jones said.
;., one way or another. technology
~"e:!s almost everything people do. Jones
: " ::: ·1• also influences most of our plans
fc t;e future. Consequently, at the present
;,,,,,e, many educational institutions are
rE:;1sing their curricula to provide
s!udents with a better understanding of
what technology is. where it comes from,
where it is going and how it affects our
lives. In short, as an essential part of
general education. technology has at last
come of age, .. he said in the first book's
preface.
The series hasn't forgotten the traditional
shop class teachings, but the new trend
has built upon them. "In the past, we never
studied the impact of the tools on the
trade," Jones said. "Now we're looking at
how things such as computers,
telecommunications. history and people in
technology affect the use of those tools."
The heavily illustrated books provide a
comprehensive survey of the tools,
materials and processes that make up
technology. While other books on the topic
are beginning to appear on the market.
Jones said the Discovering Technology
series has been widely adopted by school
systems across the country.
"This was one of the first set of books to
address the changeover," Jones said.
"'The response to it has been very
satisfying:·

Preview Day
set for Saturday
The roof at Kohl HaD is prepared for resurfacing and coating by Mike Zitzelberger of United Roofing and Sheet Metal. Roofing repair
work is scheduled for several donn and office buildings over the next year.

Peregrine Society telefund pledges record $38,600
Scholarships wiU be available for more

Bowling Green students thanks to the
generosity of University supporters this
faD.
Members of the Peregrine Society
pledged a record $38,600 during
telefunds earlier this faD when current
students caDed alumni and friends
seeking private doDars to help fund varied
programs. The Peregrine Society
maintains an account which funds Alumni
Book and Merit scholarships. Members of
the Peregrine Society are current-year
donors who pledge a second gift
earmarked for the special scholarship
fund,
Approximately 1,600 "friends." 42

percent of the total number contacted,
contributed this year during the Peregrine
telefund. David Wu, development, said
the percentage of contributors is up 1
percent from last year when
approximately $31,000 was pledged.
Fal telefunds also benefitted the
University's Alumni Chapter Scholarship
program. A total of $12,550 was pledged
by alumni from the following areas:
Arizona, Atlanta, Chicago. Danas, Fort
Myers, Houston. Tampa and the Pacific
Northwest. lncfrvidual chapters are
working toward a goal of S 10,000 with
their scholarship accounts. The
scholarships wm be awarded to Bowling
Green students on the basis of criteria

o

established by each chapter.
Telefunds for the University's Annual
Food, which is stiD underway, have
to-date brought in more than $140,000
from 4,360 donors. The Annual Fund
telefund is sliD underway along with a
telefund to benefit the Parents Club.
Alumni contributions to the Annual Fund
support scholarships, special awards,
departmental and research grants,
equipment purchases and activities of the
Alumni Association. The Parents Club
seeks turiding for a specific special
project each year.
Telefunds are an annual fall and spring
fund-raising event at the University.

More than 2,500 northwest Ohio high
school students, parents and guidance
counselors are expected to attend the
annual Preview Day activities at Bowling
Green Saturday (Nov. 7).
Co-sponsored by the Office of
AdmissiOnS and the Office of Alumni and
Development. Preview Day is designed to
acquaint high school students with the
various academic programs and services
offered at the University.
A feature of this year's event wiD be a
Minority Preview Day which wiD highlight
the opportunilieS available to black and
H'ispanic students at Bowfing Green.
Preview Day will begin at 9:30 a.m. in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University
Union. More than 60 displays of academic
programs, student services and activities,
admissiOns, financial aid, cultural groups
and organizations wiD be exhibited.
Guided campus tours wiD leave the Union
every five minutes beginning at 1 O a.m.
Various academic departments will offer
tours of their facilities at 10:30 a.m.

Take a holiday
Elme1 A. Spleitz111, sociology. Dean A.
Purdy, studer.! 'llfairs, and David ChllllOfl,
computer science. presented a paper entitled
..Sports Involvement as Related to F amilism in
the General Adult Population" at the Fifth
C3nadian Congress on Leisure Research.
Dalhousie University. Halifax, Nova Scotia. May
20-23.
Ronald E.. Jones. technology, presented a
paper enbtled "Integrating the Systems of
Technology" at the Ohio Industrial Technology
Education Association annual conference. in
Dayton. March 13. 1987; also. presented the
keynote address at the American Industrial Arts
Student Association Presidential Forum. in
Tulsa,Okla.,March21.1987.
Benjamin N. Muego. political science,
F'.-elands CoUege. lectured on "The Politicization
of the Philippine Military" at the National Defense
Intelligence College. Bolling AM Force Base.
Washington. D.C .. May 18. 1987; also. lectured
on "The Philippines: Fifteen Months of Aquino"
at the Cleveland Council on World Affairs, in
ShakerHeights.May27, 1987.
Edward A. Schwerkolt. technology.
presented an electronic publishing workshop at
the University, Aug. 18 & 20, 1987.
Edward A. Schwerkolt and Chuck Spontelli.
technology, presented a paper entitled ··How is
Your Color Judgement?" at the annual
lntemabonal Graphic Arts Education Association
Conference. in Springfield. Mo .. on Aug. 3.
1987.
Ernest A. Champion. ethnic studies.
presented a keynote address entitled "Bilingual
and Multi-Cultural Education as We Approach
the 21st Century" at the annual Bilingual
Muth-Cultural Summer Institute. in Findlay. on
June 22-26, 1987.

Jerry Streichler. technology. presented
lectures on "The Technology Education
Movement and Changes in Vocational Education
De!ivery Systems in Selected States ... ··Epsilon
Pi Tau· The International Honorary Professional
Fraternity for Education in Technology" and
"Graduate Study Opportunities in Technology
and Technology Education.. at the Polytechnic
University, in Puerto Rico. on June 23 and 25.
1987.
D.W. Chilson. computer science. presented a
lecture on "The Complex Network: A Database
Definition Dilemma" at the Proceedings of the
Digital Equipment Users Society. in the spring of
1986.

LIL Leventhal. computer science, presented
a lecture on "Expertise: A Pervasive But
Surprising Theme in Software
Engineering .. at the annual meeting of the
Ohio Academy of Science. in Toledo. on April
25-27. 1986.

--- -

--------~---
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Relda Niedemot111. biology at Firelands.
presented a paper entitled "'Edwin Lincoln
Moseley: An Internationally Known Naturalist" at
the Early Botany in the Trans· Allegheny
Symposium. in Columbus, August 11.
David T. Glick. Institute for Great Lakes
Research. narrated a slide presentation entitled
··evolution of Lakes Shipping" at the eighth
annual fundraising dinner of the Great Lakes
Marine and Coast Guard Memorial Museum. in
Ashtabula. Sept. 17.

Jane L Forsyth. geology. gave a lecture
entitled "The Geological Setting for Ohio's
Natural Plants" at Camp Kern, in Lebanon. Sept
18.
David C. Skaggs. history, presented a paper
entitled "Joint Operations During the
Detroil·L.ake Erie Campaign, 1813" at the 8th
Naval History Symposium at the U. S Naval
Academy, Annapolis, Md . Sept. 24-25.
Thomas S. Edwards. American culture.
chaired a session entitled "The Aesthetic in the
German-American Press" al the
German· American Press symposium. University
of Wisconsin. in Madison. Wisc .. October 7-10.
Joanne Navin. student health service.
presented a paper entitled "Self-Care Agency.
Contraceptive Knowledge a'ld Practice in
Undergraduate Women" at the American
College Health Association Convention, May
1987,
Ray Browne, popular culture. will organize and
implement the study of popular culture. Mexican
and Amencan style. in Mexico City and various
other cities throughoui the country. Nov. 1 5·31 .
M.Neil Browne, economics. presented
"Factors that Distinguish Campuses that
Successfully Integrate Critical Thinking into Their
Classrooms ... to the annual convention of the
Professional and Organizational Network in
Higher Education, Kerrvtlle. Texas. Oct. 16.
Dean A. Purdy, student affairs research and
evaluation, presented "'Determinants of
Academic and Social Integration Among College
Students" at the North Central Sociological
Association meetings. Cincinnati. April 2·4. He
also chaired a session on the sociology of sport
In addition, he presented a paper, "A Critical
Assessment of Corporate Officers· Attitudes
Toward Higher Education" with Beverly E.
Baker. EDAS graduate student, at the Midwest
Sociological Society meetings. Chicago. April
15-18.
John Piper, health education. presented "The
Power of Positive Invitations to Leaming" at the
"Teach Your Children Well" conference as one
of five featured speakers. in Columbus. Oct.
5-6. The conference was sponsored by the
Ohio Department of Education's division of
elementary and secondary education.

Michael T. Marsden, popular culture and
associate dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences. delivered an invited presentation
entitled, "The Myth of the West: The Essential
American lmaginatJOO in Film and Literature ... at
the 14th Annual Montana History Conference.
Helena. Montana, Oct 24.

F. Scott Regan, presented "Whal Can Be
Expected From the Volunteer Ad1udicatorr at
the Ohio Theatre Alliance AdjudoeallOO
Workshop. Columbus. Oct 25.
Kang-tcyun Kim and James A. Sullivan, both
of applied statistics and operations research.
presented ··Testing for Agreement with Paired
RankS." at the annual meeting of the Institute of
Mathematical Statistics. San Francisco. Ca.,
Aug, 17-20.
Gary R. Hess, history. presented the paper
"The American Strategy of Containment in
Southeast Asia" and participated in a week·long
conference on international relations of East
Asia. in Bellagio. Italy, Sept. 28·0ct. 2.

Bernard Stemsher, history. presented the
paper, ··Harry Truman and the Polls," at the
Mid· America History Conference. at Southwest
Missouri State University in Springfield. Mo ..
Sept. 25.
Kay Moore, music education. performed and
presented "Developing Musicality in Our
Students" to piano teachers at the Midale-West
District of the MTNA·OMT A m Lima, Oct. 6
John Hiltner, geography:gerontology.
Edward Morgan, gerontology, and Jean Smith
of the Wood County Committee on Aging,
conducted a seminar on the ··Development of
Local Funding Sources for Aging Programs and
Services by Passing Tax Levies" at the
Multidisciplinary Institute on Aging sponsored by
the Ohio Department of Aging, Columbus, Oct
6·8.
Michael Marsden, popular culture. presented
the paper. "What is Canadian About the
Canadran•Amen::an WriterW_P_ Kinsella?" at the
Ninth Biennial Meeting of the Association for
Canadian Studies in the United States. Montreal,
Quebec. Oct. 10.
Charles L Crow, English, presented "'The
Romantic Naturalism of Jack London's The
VaDey of the Moon.·· at the Popular Culture
Association in the south meeting. Louisville. Ky ..
Oct.3.
David V. Gedeon, technology. presented the
paper, ·vision-based On·6ne Ganging and
Inspection Systems, .. at the National Association
of Industrial Technology, Nashville. Tenn .. Oct.
22.

Faculty/Staff
Publications
Robert H. Byler. journalism. "Festivals lns;me
Reunion Bands... and ··P.:ib Erdos Stomps Off
1.CXJO Class:c Jazz Tunes:· in TJ Today. February
1987: also ... Living tne Era of Tt.eir Music;· ..The
We!l-Schooled Musicians of Ts:· ··Free Sturgis
Falls Festival Reacnes 10-Year Milestone:· and
"Jam 87 Swings at Indianapolis,'' in The
M1ss1ssipp1 Rag, June. July and August 1987:
also. "Gus Statiras - Record Producer &
Raconteur," in IAJRC Journal, January 1987;
also. ··o.P. Schied: Promotes Future. Records
History for All That Jazz." in The Indianapolis
Star, February 1987; also. ··Ohio Man Bui Ids
Stained-Glass Model of Family Victorian Home.
in Gnt, Vol. 25, May 31, 1987; also, "Stomp 011!,"
in Jazz Journal lntemational, Vol. 40, No. 5, May
1987; also. wrote a book review of Early Jazz: Its
Roots and MuSical Development. by Gunther
Schuller in Popular Music and Society, Vol 11,
No. 1, Spring 1987.

Lee Meserve. biolog1ca1 sciences,
, Hypothaiamic CRF lmm"noreactiv1ty in
Genet1call1· H)'pvth)·ro1d 1h;1:hyt1 Mice:· in
Proceedings of the Society for Expenmental
Biology and Medicine.

Robert R. Han. medical technology, .. A
Comparison of Results for Serum Versus
Heparinizea Plasma for 30 Common Analytes:·
in Laboraror,- Medicine. July 1987.
Jane L Forsyth, geology, "'Geologic History of
the Maumee River:· in Northwest Ohio Quarter/)'.

Spnng 1987.
M. Neil Browne, economics. "The

Metaphorical Constraints to Pay Equity: Why So
Many Economists Are Outraged by Comparable
Worth," in Population Research and Policy
Review, July 1987.

Gary Hess, history. "Glot;al Expansion and
Regional Balances: The Emerging Scnola,sr.1p
on United States Relat1oris with l:id1a a:ia
?ak1stan. 1n Pacific Historical Ae ..·1er1.·. Ma~
1987: also. ··The American Encounter with
ReW"o!utionary Spain anc! Ri.:ssia:· in Re-.rrevvs 1r.
Ameflcan History.·· Maren 1987: also. "Tt1e

'China· of the Gr.ina Hanes: The MacMurray.
Jonnson anC! Hornbeck Perceptions of China:· 1n
the b<Y.:lk. Ameflcan-Easr Asian Cultural
Relations.

Sangjin Yoo, accounting ana management
rnformalion systems, "'Soft""are De•elo;:>ment
and Maintenance·· in lnternat1or.al Journal on
Policy and lnlormat1on.

Rich Wilson, special education. "Direct
Observational Academic Leaming Time" m
Teaching Exceptional Children. Vol. 19, No. 2.

Faculty/Staff
Grants
Marilyn Shrude and Richan! James, both of
musical ans. $3,380 from the Arts Commission
of Greater ToledO, for the 8th Annual New Music
Festival.
Lany Smith, Firelands, $10,000 from the Ohio

Humanities Cotslcil to proauce a videotape
documentary, ··Kenneth Patchen: An Art of
Engagement."
Michael Moore, continuing education. $3,375
from the Arts Commission of Greater Toledo. for
h1nng teaching an1sts from Lucas and Wood
counties to continue expanding the Arts
Unlimited program: also. SSH)() from tr.e On10
Arts Council to pay fer the teachinq a111sts wnc
..:arry the prvg!'"arr1 into ttie sch?Ols.

------)..

In Brief

Faculty/Staff
Presentations

Carmen F. FIOfllnnti, biological sciences.
S 102.260 from the Department of Health and
Human Services National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious biseases. a renewal for the anaerobic
energy metabolism of parasitic helminthS.
Candaice Galen, biological sciences, $56.212
from the National Science Foundation to
measure natural selection for quantitatively
vana::i1e flower morphology in the polymorphic
alpine plant, Polemonium V1scosum.

Ernest S.vage. visual communication and
technology education, $3,000 from the Ohio
Department of Eaucation. a supplement for the
model industrial technology systems protect.

Don Bright. business education, $235.750 from
the Ohio Department of Education Vocational
ana Career Education. for a vocational education
personnel development regional center; also.
S2.700 from the same sponsors for marke!Jng
and distribution of the .. Marketing Marketing ..
teleconference.

Carol A. Heckman. b1olog1cal sc1i:nces.
S30.574 :rem the Deparlment of heailh anJ
Human Services B1omec1ca1 Research
Technclog) Pro;ram tor the automa!1on of ceti
lmage ~roct>s51:ig and snape 3na!ysrs

Do:1ald Deters. !:l1::1cg,ca,

scie~ces S10.~

tr ..."'rn tr:e Ameri.:ari Heart Ass.....-x1a~1on-Ol":!C
A'11:iate. fer e .. press10~ of SL.:bu~:: J ~~
~vtG.:~ .. :-:me ,::i... dase

Veteran's Day. a holiday for all
University employees, will be observed
on Wednesday. Nov. 11.
Classes however. will meet as usual
on that day. Only those offices which
absolutely must remain open should be
staffed and then only at minimal levels.
Those offices that will remain open
are requested to contact the Office of
Public Relations at 372-2616 before 5
p.m., Tuesday, Nov. 3, to report the
information for publication in the Nov. 9
issue of the Monitor.

Note holiday hours
The University Union will operate under
the following hours for the Veteran's Day
and Thanksgiving holidays:
On Veteran's Day, Wednesday, Nov. 11.
the Union will be open during regular hours.
During Thanksgiving break, the Union will
have regular operating hours on Tuesday.
Nov. 24 except Prout will close at 2 p.m.
and the Pheasant Room, the Bowl 'N
Greenery and Pizza Shop will be closed for
the evening. On Wednesday, Nov. 25, the
building and the information desk will be
open from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. The Nest
cafeteria line will be open from 7 a.m. to
3:30p.m.
The Union will be closed from Thursday.
Nov. 26 through Sunday, Nov. 29. It will
resume regular hours Monday. Nov. 30.

Power to be out
An interruption of electrical power will
occur Saturday, Nov. 28 between
12:30·8:30 a.m. The interruption is due :o
the need to splice into the primary power
line to provide electrical power to the
Business Administration Building addition.
The buildings that will be without
electrical power are the Business
Administration Building. Jerome Library.
R·Dorms. the Student Health Center.
Student Services, the Moore Musical Arts
Center and the Student Recreation
. Center. Power should be restored to tile
affected buildings no later than 8:30 a.m.

Opera to be presented
The University Opera Theater will
present Benjamin Britten's comic opera
"Albert Herring" at 8 p.m. Friday, Saturday
and Sunday (Nov. 6·8) in Kobacker Hall of
the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Opera activities director Roy Lazarus will
direct the production. Robert Spano,
director of orchestral activities, will
conduct
Britten. among the most prolific and
famous British composers of the 20th
century. has based his opera on "'Le Rosier
de Madome Hussan" by Guy de
Maupassant.
Tickets. priced at S3. 56 and 59. can be
purchased at the box office between
noon-6 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Tickets also can be reserved by calling
372·8171. Students can receive a S1
discount with l.D.

Readings planned
Ohio Town. a group reading adapted by

Dr. Ronald E. Shields. theater. from a
collection of essays written by Ohio autho~
Helen Hooven Santmyer. will be presented
at 2 and 7 p.m. on Nov. 13 and at 2 and 4
p.m. on Nov. 14. All programs will be in
McFall Gallery.
Each reading wiU be accompanied by an
exhibition of photographs and original
artwork prepared by Margaret McCubbin,
theater, Ann Bowers. Center for Archival
CoBections. and RandaD Horst, art.
Tickets are S 1 .50 at the door.
The group reading will be featured as part
of a day-long conference. "Ties that Bind:
Women, Culture and Community in the
Works of Helen Hooven Santmyer," to be
held Nov. 14.

Play presented
The University Theater continues its
1987-88 season with ... And Ladies of the
Club, a readers theater adaptation by Dr.
Lois Cheney. theater. of Helen Hooven
Santmyer's novel.
The nostalgic look at small town life in
rural Ohio wiTI be presented at 8 p.m. Nov
11-14 in the Joe E. Brown Theater.
Uni'.lersit)I H3ll Tickets are S 1 , 50 and are
a·.ia:lab'e .:i~::. at the d00r

---------------------------------------------------------

Loyalty and pride spark alumni support
Tradition. Spirit. Loyalty. Pride.
Keeping these feelings alive in the men
and women who graduate from Bowling
Green each year is a primary goal of the
University's Alumni Association, and if the
success of recent activities is any
indicator, the association is achieving its

goal.
With memories of a weU-attended
Homecoming stiU vivid, Larry Weiss.
associate vice president of University
Relations and director for alumni affairs,
says his staff and the members of the
Alumni Board of Trustees are working
harder than ever to continue to build the
Alumni Association and increase the level
of alumni support and participation in the
University and its activities.
More than 600 alumni attended reunion
brunches as part of the September
Homecoming activities. and hundreds of
others met at the Alumni Center. at
college and department offices or at
fraternity and sorority houses to talk over
old times. Graduates from select classes
enjoyed special celebrations. and
attendance at all reunions increased more
than 95 percent over the previous year.
Weiss said.
A part of the Homecoming success
story is the recent emphasis on organized
alumni chapters, Weiss said. Currently
there are 32 active chapters throughout
the country. including 1 2 in Ohio. Many
are newly formed. and others have been
reactivated after several years of
dormancy.
And these chapters have been quick to
get involved in supporting the University
Twenty-six of the locai organizations have
begun Chapter Scho!acsh p accounts
which will pro·..,:ce :;.:i::::~··.·-?s f:;,. s!u-::e:1~s
from their area to 2'.'.e": ?: :.
G·ee~
Each chapter :s ·.·. c··. :c: :- :, : : " ::'

-=

S1 0 ,000 with their scholarship accounts.
Two of the chapters were recently
honol'ed by the Alumni Association and
the University for their outstanding
achievements. The Columbus and
Chicago chapters each received newly
created Eminent Chapter Awards.
"These awards are designed to be an
incentive for each of our chapters to
excel," Weiss said. "HopefuUy they wiU aU
want to be involved in the competition to
be the best. and that will ultimately benefit
us as a University and as an Alumni
Association ...
In addition to fostering support through
organized chapters, Weiss said the
Alumni Association looks to individuals to
sustain tradition. spirit and pride in the
University. This year. for the first time, the
association presented a Recent Graduate
Award to Patricia Wise Spengler, a 1982
graduate who is now a Toledo attorney.
The award wiU be presented to a person
who has graduated within the past 1 0
years. has maintained an active interest in
the University and is involved in his or her
community. Spengler is chair of the
Greater Toledo chapter of the Alumni
Association.
"We saw a real need to recognize our
recent graduates in some special way for
their achievements," Weiss said, noting
that most other Alumni Association
awards for individuals are traditionally
given to those who have been out of
school for longer periods of time.
Other new awards for individuals are
geared to fostering tradition at the
University. This fall the Alumni
Association Board of Trustees created an
Alumni Legacy Scholarsh;p program to
cenefit the sens ar:::1 dau;:hte:-s of
ur:.'?"S;~:•' ;:'2~u:::~e~ 7"r.ese one-year

ineoming freshmen on the basis of their
high school academic record. Only those
students whose mother and/or father is a
graduate of the University are eligible.
The number of legacy scholarships
awarded each year and the monetary
value of each will depend on funds
available. This year three $500 awards
were presented.
"The Alumni Legacy Scholarships are a
response to the many requests we have
received from our graduates for such a
program," Weiss said. "We hope to
enlarge the effort as alumni show their
financial support for this new program."
Another new program about which
Weiss is very optimistic is the Alumni
Leaders Conference. Initiated in
September, the conference attracted
more than 120 alumni chapter leaders.
former members of the alumni board and
other volunteers. They discussed
programming ideas, received updates on
the University and shared their thoughts
about the future of the Alumni

Association.
President Olscamp; John Marlin,
admissions; Conrad McRoberts, financial
aid and student employment; Jack
Gregory, athletics; JoAnn Kroll.
placement services; Clifton Boutelle, public
relations; and Martha Rogers. marketing,
1987 Master Teacher. were among the
presenters at the conference, which will be
repeated in February 1989, Weiss said.
Another fall activity. Alumni Faculty
Week, attracted 49 alumni to the campus
to share their knowledge with students.
Weiss said alumni traveled from as far
away as California an'.J Massachusetts to
teach a :otal of 64 classes rr-,ee'. v;1'.h
student or~anizakJns a~,:: ,,:''1 :oc;".:''"~;
spor.tanr:::-cl.1s ·· .. .::::J s2s-:;: "::

Demand great
for technology
textbook series
Shop classes in public schools are
saying good· bye to their "cake course"
image and undergoing a change.
Instructional techniques are following a
new trend which is pushing students
toward technology literacy.
Ronald Jones. visual
communication and
technology.
recognized the
change taking place
in these classes and
realized there were
not any textbooks
adapting to the
instructional trend.
After co-writing

Discovering
Ronald Jones
Technology
Communication in t 986 with Dr. Janet
Robb of North Texas State University. he
proposed a series of books promoting
technology literacy to the publisher. The
idea was readily accepted and the
three-book series has become one of the
nation's best-selling public school
textbooks on the topic.
Jones acted as consulting editor for the
other two books in the series. Discovering

Technology Energy, Power and
Transportation (published in 1987), and
Discovering Technology Production (due in
1988).
The books were written for the seventh.
eighth and ninth grade levels and Jones
said they focus on the technology of
manufacturing, transportation. construction
a'ld communication. "When you break
everything down, those four areas are what
QeJ;::i!e do to survive." Jones said.
;., one way or another. technology
~"e:!s almost everything people do. Jones
: " ::: ·1• also influences most of our plans
fc t;e future. Consequently, at the present
;,,,,,e, many educational institutions are
rE:;1sing their curricula to provide
s!udents with a better understanding of
what technology is. where it comes from,
where it is going and how it affects our
lives. In short, as an essential part of
general education. technology has at last
come of age, .. he said in the first book's
preface.
The series hasn't forgotten the traditional
shop class teachings, but the new trend
has built upon them. "In the past, we never
studied the impact of the tools on the
trade," Jones said. "Now we're looking at
how things such as computers,
telecommunications. history and people in
technology affect the use of those tools."
The heavily illustrated books provide a
comprehensive survey of the tools,
materials and processes that make up
technology. While other books on the topic
are beginning to appear on the market.
Jones said the Discovering Technology
series has been widely adopted by school
systems across the country.
"This was one of the first set of books to
address the changeover," Jones said.
"'The response to it has been very
satisfying:·

Preview Day
set for Saturday
The roof at Kohl HaD is prepared for resurfacing and coating by Mike Zitzelberger of United Roofing and Sheet Metal. Roofing repair
work is scheduled for several donn and office buildings over the next year.

Peregrine Society telefund pledges record $38,600
Scholarships wiU be available for more

Bowling Green students thanks to the
generosity of University supporters this
faD.
Members of the Peregrine Society
pledged a record $38,600 during
telefunds earlier this faD when current
students caDed alumni and friends
seeking private doDars to help fund varied
programs. The Peregrine Society
maintains an account which funds Alumni
Book and Merit scholarships. Members of
the Peregrine Society are current-year
donors who pledge a second gift
earmarked for the special scholarship
fund,
Approximately 1,600 "friends." 42

percent of the total number contacted,
contributed this year during the Peregrine
telefund. David Wu, development, said
the percentage of contributors is up 1
percent from last year when
approximately $31,000 was pledged.
Fal telefunds also benefitted the
University's Alumni Chapter Scholarship
program. A total of $12,550 was pledged
by alumni from the following areas:
Arizona, Atlanta, Chicago. Danas, Fort
Myers, Houston. Tampa and the Pacific
Northwest. lncfrvidual chapters are
working toward a goal of S 10,000 with
their scholarship accounts. The
scholarships wm be awarded to Bowling
Green students on the basis of criteria

o

established by each chapter.
Telefunds for the University's Annual
Food, which is stiD underway, have
to-date brought in more than $140,000
from 4,360 donors. The Annual Fund
telefund is sliD underway along with a
telefund to benefit the Parents Club.
Alumni contributions to the Annual Fund
support scholarships, special awards,
departmental and research grants,
equipment purchases and activities of the
Alumni Association. The Parents Club
seeks turiding for a specific special
project each year.
Telefunds are an annual fall and spring
fund-raising event at the University.

More than 2,500 northwest Ohio high
school students, parents and guidance
counselors are expected to attend the
annual Preview Day activities at Bowling
Green Saturday (Nov. 7).
Co-sponsored by the Office of
AdmissiOnS and the Office of Alumni and
Development. Preview Day is designed to
acquaint high school students with the
various academic programs and services
offered at the University.
A feature of this year's event wiD be a
Minority Preview Day which wiD highlight
the opportunilieS available to black and
H'ispanic students at Bowfing Green.
Preview Day will begin at 9:30 a.m. in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University
Union. More than 60 displays of academic
programs, student services and activities,
admissiOns, financial aid, cultural groups
and organizations wiD be exhibited.
Guided campus tours wiD leave the Union
every five minutes beginning at 1 O a.m.
Various academic departments will offer
tours of their facilities at 10:30 a.m.

Take a holiday
Elme1 A. Spleitz111, sociology. Dean A.
Purdy, studer.! 'llfairs, and David ChllllOfl,
computer science. presented a paper entitled
..Sports Involvement as Related to F amilism in
the General Adult Population" at the Fifth
C3nadian Congress on Leisure Research.
Dalhousie University. Halifax, Nova Scotia. May
20-23.
Ronald E.. Jones. technology, presented a
paper enbtled "Integrating the Systems of
Technology" at the Ohio Industrial Technology
Education Association annual conference. in
Dayton. March 13. 1987; also. presented the
keynote address at the American Industrial Arts
Student Association Presidential Forum. in
Tulsa,Okla.,March21.1987.
Benjamin N. Muego. political science,
F'.-elands CoUege. lectured on "The Politicization
of the Philippine Military" at the National Defense
Intelligence College. Bolling AM Force Base.
Washington. D.C .. May 18. 1987; also. lectured
on "The Philippines: Fifteen Months of Aquino"
at the Cleveland Council on World Affairs, in
ShakerHeights.May27, 1987.
Edward A. Schwerkolt. technology.
presented an electronic publishing workshop at
the University, Aug. 18 & 20, 1987.
Edward A. Schwerkolt and Chuck Spontelli.
technology, presented a paper entitled ··How is
Your Color Judgement?" at the annual
lntemabonal Graphic Arts Education Association
Conference. in Springfield. Mo .. on Aug. 3.
1987.
Ernest A. Champion. ethnic studies.
presented a keynote address entitled "Bilingual
and Multi-Cultural Education as We Approach
the 21st Century" at the annual Bilingual
Muth-Cultural Summer Institute. in Findlay. on
June 22-26, 1987.

Jerry Streichler. technology. presented
lectures on "The Technology Education
Movement and Changes in Vocational Education
De!ivery Systems in Selected States ... ··Epsilon
Pi Tau· The International Honorary Professional
Fraternity for Education in Technology" and
"Graduate Study Opportunities in Technology
and Technology Education.. at the Polytechnic
University, in Puerto Rico. on June 23 and 25.
1987.
D.W. Chilson. computer science. presented a
lecture on "The Complex Network: A Database
Definition Dilemma" at the Proceedings of the
Digital Equipment Users Society. in the spring of
1986.

LIL Leventhal. computer science, presented
a lecture on "Expertise: A Pervasive But
Surprising Theme in Software
Engineering .. at the annual meeting of the
Ohio Academy of Science. in Toledo. on April
25-27. 1986.

--- -

--------~---

---

Relda Niedemot111. biology at Firelands.
presented a paper entitled "'Edwin Lincoln
Moseley: An Internationally Known Naturalist" at
the Early Botany in the Trans· Allegheny
Symposium. in Columbus, August 11.
David T. Glick. Institute for Great Lakes
Research. narrated a slide presentation entitled
··evolution of Lakes Shipping" at the eighth
annual fundraising dinner of the Great Lakes
Marine and Coast Guard Memorial Museum. in
Ashtabula. Sept. 17.

Jane L Forsyth. geology. gave a lecture
entitled "The Geological Setting for Ohio's
Natural Plants" at Camp Kern, in Lebanon. Sept
18.
David C. Skaggs. history, presented a paper
entitled "Joint Operations During the
Detroil·L.ake Erie Campaign, 1813" at the 8th
Naval History Symposium at the U. S Naval
Academy, Annapolis, Md . Sept. 24-25.
Thomas S. Edwards. American culture.
chaired a session entitled "The Aesthetic in the
German-American Press" al the
German· American Press symposium. University
of Wisconsin. in Madison. Wisc .. October 7-10.
Joanne Navin. student health service.
presented a paper entitled "Self-Care Agency.
Contraceptive Knowledge a'ld Practice in
Undergraduate Women" at the American
College Health Association Convention, May
1987,
Ray Browne, popular culture. will organize and
implement the study of popular culture. Mexican
and Amencan style. in Mexico City and various
other cities throughoui the country. Nov. 1 5·31 .
M.Neil Browne, economics. presented
"Factors that Distinguish Campuses that
Successfully Integrate Critical Thinking into Their
Classrooms ... to the annual convention of the
Professional and Organizational Network in
Higher Education, Kerrvtlle. Texas. Oct. 16.
Dean A. Purdy, student affairs research and
evaluation, presented "'Determinants of
Academic and Social Integration Among College
Students" at the North Central Sociological
Association meetings. Cincinnati. April 2·4. He
also chaired a session on the sociology of sport
In addition, he presented a paper, "A Critical
Assessment of Corporate Officers· Attitudes
Toward Higher Education" with Beverly E.
Baker. EDAS graduate student, at the Midwest
Sociological Society meetings. Chicago. April
15-18.
John Piper, health education. presented "The
Power of Positive Invitations to Leaming" at the
"Teach Your Children Well" conference as one
of five featured speakers. in Columbus. Oct.
5-6. The conference was sponsored by the
Ohio Department of Education's division of
elementary and secondary education.

Michael T. Marsden, popular culture and
associate dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences. delivered an invited presentation
entitled, "The Myth of the West: The Essential
American lmaginatJOO in Film and Literature ... at
the 14th Annual Montana History Conference.
Helena. Montana, Oct 24.

F. Scott Regan, presented "Whal Can Be
Expected From the Volunteer Ad1udicatorr at
the Ohio Theatre Alliance AdjudoeallOO
Workshop. Columbus. Oct 25.
Kang-tcyun Kim and James A. Sullivan, both
of applied statistics and operations research.
presented ··Testing for Agreement with Paired
RankS." at the annual meeting of the Institute of
Mathematical Statistics. San Francisco. Ca.,
Aug, 17-20.
Gary R. Hess, history. presented the paper
"The American Strategy of Containment in
Southeast Asia" and participated in a week·long
conference on international relations of East
Asia. in Bellagio. Italy, Sept. 28·0ct. 2.

Bernard Stemsher, history. presented the
paper, ··Harry Truman and the Polls," at the
Mid· America History Conference. at Southwest
Missouri State University in Springfield. Mo ..
Sept. 25.
Kay Moore, music education. performed and
presented "Developing Musicality in Our
Students" to piano teachers at the Midale-West
District of the MTNA·OMT A m Lima, Oct. 6
John Hiltner, geography:gerontology.
Edward Morgan, gerontology, and Jean Smith
of the Wood County Committee on Aging,
conducted a seminar on the ··Development of
Local Funding Sources for Aging Programs and
Services by Passing Tax Levies" at the
Multidisciplinary Institute on Aging sponsored by
the Ohio Department of Aging, Columbus, Oct
6·8.
Michael Marsden, popular culture. presented
the paper. "What is Canadian About the
Canadran•Amen::an WriterW_P_ Kinsella?" at the
Ninth Biennial Meeting of the Association for
Canadian Studies in the United States. Montreal,
Quebec. Oct. 10.
Charles L Crow, English, presented "'The
Romantic Naturalism of Jack London's The
VaDey of the Moon.·· at the Popular Culture
Association in the south meeting. Louisville. Ky ..
Oct.3.
David V. Gedeon, technology. presented the
paper, ·vision-based On·6ne Ganging and
Inspection Systems, .. at the National Association
of Industrial Technology, Nashville. Tenn .. Oct.
22.

Faculty/Staff
Publications
Robert H. Byler. journalism. "Festivals lns;me
Reunion Bands... and ··P.:ib Erdos Stomps Off
1.CXJO Class:c Jazz Tunes:· in TJ Today. February
1987: also ... Living tne Era of Tt.eir Music;· ..The
We!l-Schooled Musicians of Ts:· ··Free Sturgis
Falls Festival Reacnes 10-Year Milestone:· and
"Jam 87 Swings at Indianapolis,'' in The
M1ss1ssipp1 Rag, June. July and August 1987:
also. "Gus Statiras - Record Producer &
Raconteur," in IAJRC Journal, January 1987;
also. ··o.P. Schied: Promotes Future. Records
History for All That Jazz." in The Indianapolis
Star, February 1987; also. ··Ohio Man Bui Ids
Stained-Glass Model of Family Victorian Home.
in Gnt, Vol. 25, May 31, 1987; also, "Stomp 011!,"
in Jazz Journal lntemational, Vol. 40, No. 5, May
1987; also. wrote a book review of Early Jazz: Its
Roots and MuSical Development. by Gunther
Schuller in Popular Music and Society, Vol 11,
No. 1, Spring 1987.

Lee Meserve. biolog1ca1 sciences,
, Hypothaiamic CRF lmm"noreactiv1ty in
Genet1call1· H)'pvth)·ro1d 1h;1:hyt1 Mice:· in
Proceedings of the Society for Expenmental
Biology and Medicine.

Robert R. Han. medical technology, .. A
Comparison of Results for Serum Versus
Heparinizea Plasma for 30 Common Analytes:·
in Laboraror,- Medicine. July 1987.
Jane L Forsyth, geology, "'Geologic History of
the Maumee River:· in Northwest Ohio Quarter/)'.

Spnng 1987.
M. Neil Browne, economics. "The

Metaphorical Constraints to Pay Equity: Why So
Many Economists Are Outraged by Comparable
Worth," in Population Research and Policy
Review, July 1987.

Gary Hess, history. "Glot;al Expansion and
Regional Balances: The Emerging Scnola,sr.1p
on United States Relat1oris with l:id1a a:ia
?ak1stan. 1n Pacific Historical Ae ..·1er1.·. Ma~
1987: also. ··The American Encounter with
ReW"o!utionary Spain anc! Ri.:ssia:· in Re-.rrevvs 1r.
Ameflcan History.·· Maren 1987: also. "Tt1e

'China· of the Gr.ina Hanes: The MacMurray.
Jonnson anC! Hornbeck Perceptions of China:· 1n
the b<Y.:lk. Ameflcan-Easr Asian Cultural
Relations.

Sangjin Yoo, accounting ana management
rnformalion systems, "'Soft""are De•elo;:>ment
and Maintenance·· in lnternat1or.al Journal on
Policy and lnlormat1on.

Rich Wilson, special education. "Direct
Observational Academic Leaming Time" m
Teaching Exceptional Children. Vol. 19, No. 2.

Faculty/Staff
Grants
Marilyn Shrude and Richan! James, both of
musical ans. $3,380 from the Arts Commission
of Greater ToledO, for the 8th Annual New Music
Festival.
Lany Smith, Firelands, $10,000 from the Ohio

Humanities Cotslcil to proauce a videotape
documentary, ··Kenneth Patchen: An Art of
Engagement."
Michael Moore, continuing education. $3,375
from the Arts Commission of Greater Toledo. for
h1nng teaching an1sts from Lucas and Wood
counties to continue expanding the Arts
Unlimited program: also. SSH)() from tr.e On10
Arts Council to pay fer the teachinq a111sts wnc
..:arry the prvg!'"arr1 into ttie sch?Ols.

------)..

In Brief

Faculty/Staff
Presentations

Carmen F. FIOfllnnti, biological sciences.
S 102.260 from the Department of Health and
Human Services National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious biseases. a renewal for the anaerobic
energy metabolism of parasitic helminthS.
Candaice Galen, biological sciences, $56.212
from the National Science Foundation to
measure natural selection for quantitatively
vana::i1e flower morphology in the polymorphic
alpine plant, Polemonium V1scosum.

Ernest S.vage. visual communication and
technology education, $3,000 from the Ohio
Department of Eaucation. a supplement for the
model industrial technology systems protect.

Don Bright. business education, $235.750 from
the Ohio Department of Education Vocational
ana Career Education. for a vocational education
personnel development regional center; also.
S2.700 from the same sponsors for marke!Jng
and distribution of the .. Marketing Marketing ..
teleconference.

Carol A. Heckman. b1olog1cal sc1i:nces.
S30.574 :rem the Deparlment of heailh anJ
Human Services B1omec1ca1 Research
Technclog) Pro;ram tor the automa!1on of ceti
lmage ~roct>s51:ig and snape 3na!ysrs

Do:1ald Deters. !:l1::1cg,ca,

scie~ces S10.~

tr ..."'rn tr:e Ameri.:ari Heart Ass.....-x1a~1on-Ol":!C
A'11:iate. fer e .. press10~ of SL.:bu~:: J ~~
~vtG.:~ .. :-:me ,::i... dase

Veteran's Day. a holiday for all
University employees, will be observed
on Wednesday. Nov. 11.
Classes however. will meet as usual
on that day. Only those offices which
absolutely must remain open should be
staffed and then only at minimal levels.
Those offices that will remain open
are requested to contact the Office of
Public Relations at 372-2616 before 5
p.m., Tuesday, Nov. 3, to report the
information for publication in the Nov. 9
issue of the Monitor.

Note holiday hours
The University Union will operate under
the following hours for the Veteran's Day
and Thanksgiving holidays:
On Veteran's Day, Wednesday, Nov. 11.
the Union will be open during regular hours.
During Thanksgiving break, the Union will
have regular operating hours on Tuesday.
Nov. 24 except Prout will close at 2 p.m.
and the Pheasant Room, the Bowl 'N
Greenery and Pizza Shop will be closed for
the evening. On Wednesday, Nov. 25, the
building and the information desk will be
open from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. The Nest
cafeteria line will be open from 7 a.m. to
3:30p.m.
The Union will be closed from Thursday.
Nov. 26 through Sunday, Nov. 29. It will
resume regular hours Monday. Nov. 30.

Power to be out
An interruption of electrical power will
occur Saturday, Nov. 28 between
12:30·8:30 a.m. The interruption is due :o
the need to splice into the primary power
line to provide electrical power to the
Business Administration Building addition.
The buildings that will be without
electrical power are the Business
Administration Building. Jerome Library.
R·Dorms. the Student Health Center.
Student Services, the Moore Musical Arts
Center and the Student Recreation
. Center. Power should be restored to tile
affected buildings no later than 8:30 a.m.

Opera to be presented
The University Opera Theater will
present Benjamin Britten's comic opera
"Albert Herring" at 8 p.m. Friday, Saturday
and Sunday (Nov. 6·8) in Kobacker Hall of
the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Opera activities director Roy Lazarus will
direct the production. Robert Spano,
director of orchestral activities, will
conduct
Britten. among the most prolific and
famous British composers of the 20th
century. has based his opera on "'Le Rosier
de Madome Hussan" by Guy de
Maupassant.
Tickets. priced at S3. 56 and 59. can be
purchased at the box office between
noon-6 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Tickets also can be reserved by calling
372·8171. Students can receive a S1
discount with l.D.

Readings planned
Ohio Town. a group reading adapted by

Dr. Ronald E. Shields. theater. from a
collection of essays written by Ohio autho~
Helen Hooven Santmyer. will be presented
at 2 and 7 p.m. on Nov. 13 and at 2 and 4
p.m. on Nov. 14. All programs will be in
McFall Gallery.
Each reading wiU be accompanied by an
exhibition of photographs and original
artwork prepared by Margaret McCubbin,
theater, Ann Bowers. Center for Archival
CoBections. and RandaD Horst, art.
Tickets are S 1 .50 at the door.
The group reading will be featured as part
of a day-long conference. "Ties that Bind:
Women, Culture and Community in the
Works of Helen Hooven Santmyer," to be
held Nov. 14.

Play presented
The University Theater continues its
1987-88 season with ... And Ladies of the
Club, a readers theater adaptation by Dr.
Lois Cheney. theater. of Helen Hooven
Santmyer's novel.
The nostalgic look at small town life in
rural Ohio wiTI be presented at 8 p.m. Nov
11-14 in the Joe E. Brown Theater.
Uni'.lersit)I H3ll Tickets are S 1 , 50 and are
a·.ia:lab'e .:i~::. at the d00r

---------------------------------------------------------

Professors noted for racial understanding Date book
Two University professors, St. John's
High School in Toledo and the Toledo
Alliance of Black School EducalOl"S were
recogniZed Oct. 23 for their effOl"ls to
prOl"OOte racial understanding.
The Awards for Promoting Racial
Understanding were initiated this year by
the College of Education and Allied
ProfessionS to recognize organized
programs and individual activities in
schoolS and communities, as weU as on
campus. Dr. Roger V. Bennett, dean of
the college, presented the awards at a
dinner meeting of area teachers and
guidance counselors at the Holiday Inn in
Bowling Green.
"The groups and individuals recognized
by this awards program have made
outstanding contributions to provide
minority students with greater educational
opportunities," Bennett said. "We hope
that. by applauding their example, we can
encourage others to adopt their ideas."
Bowling Green faculty members
receiving the awards were Dr. Conrad
Pritscher, educational foundations and
inquiry. and Dr. Clifford Brooks,
educational curriculum and instruction.
who were responsible for the formation
last February of People for Racial Justice.
an informal committee of faculty. students
and Bowling Green residents. devoted to
the promotion of racial understanding and
the improvement of recruitment efforts for
minority faculty and students.
Pritscher teaches courses in
educational Philosophy and education in a
pluralistic society. Brooks is coordinator
of the University's developmental re2d ri:i
program. designed to hela students
improve the:; read:n:; comprerens c~ ~~d

study skills as they begin college studies.
St. John's High School was recognized
for its work in recruiting and retaining
minority students. During the past two
years, the school has worked closely with
leaders of the minority community to
develop recruitment programs that have
succeeded in triping the number of
minority students enrolled at St. John's. Its
minority enroUment of 18 percent is a
reflection of the minority population of the
Toledo area it serves.

The school also hosts two summer day
camps for minority students--one
focusing on computers and another on
soccer. In addition. St. John's sponsors a
summer enrichment program for minority
students going into the seventh and
eighth grades and has initialed a media
program directed specifically toward
minority students and their families.
The school staff includes a Tutoring
Center Coordinator and a transitional
counselor who assist students in their
adjustment. both academically and
socially. to St. John's.

The Toledo Alliance of Black School
Educators. an organization formed in
1978 to promote quality education for all
children in the Toledo Public Schools.
was recognized for its efforts with
African-American children.
Members of the alliance have
sponsored an annual Parent Home-Help
Workshop as a follow-up to
parent-teacher conferences in the Toledo
Public Schools. The workshop provides
parents with ideas on providing
reinforcement of their children's studies.

methods to make homework more
interesting, and ways to achieve better
study habits.
The organization also sponsors a public
program during Black History Month to
emphasize historical and cuHural
contributions of African· Americans to
American 6fe.
A third effort of the alliance is the

encouragement of minority students to
pursue careers in teaching. Nationaly.
the percentage of minority students in
elementary and secondary schools is
increasing, while the percentage of
minority teachers is decreasing. The
alliance has also contributed $600 to the
United Negro College Fund over the past
two years.
Nominations for the Awards for
Promoting Racial Understanding were
evaluated by the Standing Committee on
Minority Faculty, Staff and Students in the
College of Education and Allied
Professions. Entries were judged on the
basis of the duration of the program or
efforts, communication with important
publics, participation. scope and
provision for evaluation.
The awards were presented in
conjunction with a weekend conference
for school guidance counselors and area
teachers, also sponsored by the College
of Education and Allied ProfeSSions at
Bowling Green.
The conference theme was "Preparing
Minority Students for Higher Education."
Dr. Patricia Ackerman. president-elect of
the National Alliance of Black School
Educators. presented the keynote
address on Friday evening.

Safe drinking water forum topic
Is the drinking water in Bowling Green
safe? The Environmental Prctection
Agency says the water meets all of its
standards, but does it? And even if it does.
is that safe enough?
Those questions and others wiU be
answered on Monday (Nov. 2) when a
forum featuring four local and state water
experts wiU examine "BG Water: Is It Safe
to Drink.''
Free and open to the pubfic, the lecture
will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Assembly
Room in McFall Center.
Forum panefists will be David Baker,
director of Heidelberg College's Water
Quality Laboratory; Ed King, supervisor of
the division of public water supply for the

state EPA; Ron Merrill. superintendent of
the Bowling Green water treatment plant;
and Gary Silverman. director of the
University's Environmental Health
Program.
Topics to be discussed include the
quafrty of water supplies in northwest Ohio.
health issues associated with water-borne
pollutants. and the technologies and
regulations associated with water
treatment.
A question-and-answer session will
follow the program.
The forum is being sponsored by the
University Center for Environmental
Programs and the Environmental Interest
Group.

Eight employees to retire Nov. 1
Eght University employees will be
Student Health Services held its first
Health Fair Oct. 2 7 which featured more
than 30 displays and informafion boolhs
sponsored by community and campus
organizations. Members of the Bowling
Green and University community were
able to undergo a number of health tests
and ask questions on everything from
heart disease, to blood pressure and
AIDS. The fair is expected to become an
annual event.

Monitor
The Monitor is published weekly by the
Office of Public Relations for faculty and staff
of Bowling Green State University. The
deadline to submit material for the Nov. 9 issue
is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 3.

retiring as of Nov. 1 as part of the Early
Retirement Incentive Program.
Retiring this month are Roscoe Cron,
custodial services; Donna Otley, Student
Health Center; Della Rider, custocfial
services; Doris Barr, bursar's office; Joan
Potter, food operations; Wayne Keller,
electrician shop; Annette Rideout, CoDege

of Education; and Dorothy Roberson,
custodial services.
The retirement program runs from July 1
to June 30, 1988. It provides for the
purchase of up to three years of retirement
service credit of five percent of the
University's PERS membership, which will
accommodate approximately 7 5
participants.

Statistics conference on Friday
The University will host the fourth annual
Ohio Statistics Conference Friday (Nov. 6).
At the conference. which is being held at
Bowling Green for the first time.
representatives of graduate programs in
statistics in Ohio will introduce
undergraduates to the field and encourage
them to pursue graduate studies. About
100 people are expected to attend.
Dr. Thomas Lorenzen of General Motors

Faculty/staffpositions
The folowing faculty positions are avaiable:
Anance and Insurance: Assistant professor of finance (anticipated to be filled Aug. 1. 1988)).
Contact Stephen E. Skomp 12·2520). Deadline: Dec. 1.
Library and Leaming Resources: Assistant/associate dean of fibraries and learning resources.
Contact Kathryn Thiede f2 · 7 891 ). Deadline: Feb. 15.
Mathematics and Statistics: Post doctoral lecturer (anticipated). Contact Hassoon S. Al-Amili
12·7 455). Deadline: March 1.
Philosophy: Assistant/associatelful professor. Contact Thomas Altig (2·211 0). Deadline: Nov.
25.
Technology Systems: Assistant/associate professor of technology (computer integrated
manufacturing technology). Contact Richard Kruppa 12-7560). Deadline: Nov. 30.
Visual Communications and Technology Education: Assistant/associate professor of
arcntectl.r.11 design. Contact Gene Poor f2•7 5 77). Deadline: Nov. 30.
The folowing admristra!ive positions are available:
Office of the Associate Vice President of Resarch: Director. Animal Faciities (re-opened).
Contact Elden Martin, cJoTheGraduateColege(2·7714). Deadine: Dec. 4.
Personnel Support Semces: Manager, Group Insurance Benefits. Contact Annmarie Heldt
(2·2558). Deadme: Nov. 30.

Research laboratories will present one of
the keynote addresses entitled "Statistical
Quality Control-Charting Our Way to New
Frontiers." The other keynote address,
"Garnes, Sports. Gambling and Sex: Who
Says Statistics is Dull?" will be presented
by Dr. Don Berry of the University of
Minnesota.
Conference sessions from 9:30 am. to
2:45 p.m. will be in the Towers Inn Room
of McDonald. From 2:45-3:30 p.m. the
conference will move to the fourth floor of
the Mathematical Science Building and the
3:30-4:30 p.m. session will be in 220
Mathematical Science Building.

Monday, Nov. 2
N - Music and Art Festini E.w.hlblt, "Of New
Accol.rol: The Chicago lmagists." Fne Arts
Galery, ttvough Nov. 20. Gallery hours are 9
a.m.·4:30 p.m. weekdays and 2·5 p.m.
Sundays. Free.
Concert, performed by the Classical Guitar
Quartet. 8 p.m .. 8l}'an Recital Hal, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.

Tuesday, Nov. 3
Forum, "National Assessment of Employment
Oppoftirities in Home Economics," by Or.
Norma Bobbitt. human ecology, Michigan State
University, 1 p.m .. Ohio s..te. University Union.
Free.
Facutty Senate Meeting, 2:30 p.m ..
Assembly Room, McFal Center.
lecture, by Ralp/1 W. McGdiee. a former CIA
agenl, wil speak on the Philippines. CIA
activitieS in Iran and Cenlral America and CIA
recn.iting "Covert Operations Officers" on
campus, 7 p.m .. Gish Fdm Theater. Hanna Hal.
Sponsored by the Progressive Studenl
Organization and other campus groups.
ProgressiYe Student Organization Meeting,
8 p.m., United Christian Fellowship Center. 313
Thurstin. Everyone welcome.

Ylednesday,Nov.4
Undergraduate Council Meeting, 1:30 p.m ..
Alumni Room. University Union.

Men's Soccer, BGSU vs. Miami. 3 p.m ..
Mickey Cochrane Field.
Comoc:atlon, Distinguished University
Professor Arthur Neal, 3:30 p.m .. Bryan Recital
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Biology Seminar, "Systematics Stalus of
Drosophila histroides. "by Or. Haruo Takada.
Distinguished Visiting Professor. Sapporo
University. Japan, 3:30 p.m .. 112 Life Sciences
Building. Free.

Thursday, Nov. 5
Administrative Staff Council Meeting, 1:30
p.m . Alumni Room. University Union.
lecture, "Individuals' Reactions to
Organizational Drug Testing Policies ... by Dr
Dianna Stone. psychology and business. 3:30
p.m .. 112 Life Sciences Building. Free.
UAO Lenhart Classics Alm Series. "The
Hustler:· 8 p.m .. Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall.
Free.

Friday, Nov. 6
Ohio Statistics Conference, 9:30 am.-2:45
p.m .. Towers Inn Room. McDonald: 2:45-3:30
p.m., fourth floor Math-Science Building: and
3:3()..4:30 p.m. 220 Math-Science Building.
Public Reading, by Lucien Stryk. poet, 12:30
p.m., 150AJerome L.iblary. Free.
Jean Arthur Alm Series, "Arizona," 7 p.m.,
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hal. Free.
Hockey, BGSUvs. Ohio State. 7:30 p.m .. Ice
Arena.

Opera, "Albert Herring," 8 p.m .• Kobacker
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. For ticket
information can 372-8171. $1 discountlor

stucents.

UAO Weekend Mowle, "Hannah and Her
Sister.;," 8 p.m. and 10 p.m.. 210 Math Science
Building. Cost: $1.50with1.0. Admission for
Parents: 50 cents.
UAO Weekend Morie, ..Annie Hal, .. midnight,
210MathScience Building. Cost: $1 .50 with
1.0. AdnWssion for parents: 50 cents.

Saturday, Nov. 7
Math Day, 9 am. -noon. Math-Science
Building.
Parents Day College Reception, Arts &
Sciences, 9-1 ~ :30 am .. Alumni Room.

University Union.
Parents Day College Reception, Business
Administration. 9· 11 am .• second floor lounge,
8ISless Admnstration Building.
Parents Day College Reception, Education &
Alied ProfessionS. 9-10: 30 p.m .. second floor,
Education Building.
Parants Day College Reception, Health &
Hl.man Services, 9-11 a.m .. 100 Health Center.
Parents Day College Reception, MUSical
Arts, 9·10:30a.m. Kennedy Green Room.
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Parents Day College Reception, Tedvlology.
9:30-11 am.• 220 Technology Building.
Football, BGSU vs. Kent State. 1:30 p.m .•
Doyt Perry Field.
Par.:nts Day Concert, performed by Rich
Little. comedia11. 8 p.m .• Anderson Arena.
Reserved tickets.
Opera, Albert Herring," 8 p.m., KobackerHal, Moore Musical Arts Center. For ticket
infounation cal 372-8171. $1 discountfcxstudents.
UAO Weekend Mcwle, "H:lnnah and Her
Sis!ers." 8 p.m. and 10 p.m .. 210 Math Science
Building. Cost: $1.50with1.0. Admission for
parents: 50cents.
UAO Weekend Mcwle, ..Annie Hal," midnight.
21 0 Math Science Building. Cost: 1. 50 with
1.0. Admission for parents: 50 cents.
M

Drug testing is
topic of lecture
Dr. Dianna Stone, psychology and
business, wil speak on "Individuals'
Reactions to Organizational Drug Testing
Policies" from 3:30-5 p.m. Thursday (Nov.
5) in 112 Life Sciences.

The lectt.e is being sponsored by
TARPS Committee and is free and open to
the public. For more infonnation, contact
Romy Nocera at 372-2301.

s

Sunday, Nov. 8

ap.ra, "Albert Hetring," 8 p.m .• Koback«
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center-. For ticket
infonnatioo C'lll 372-8171. $1 disco&#ltfor
students.
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Neal_!_ Ot~ Dis_tinguishf!q University Professor

Society reflections necessary to prepare for future
In his convocation address as
Distinguished University Professor. Dr.
Arthur Neal. sociology. said serious
reflection on the qualities and attributes
of our times is necessary for men and
women if they are to make choices and
to pursue selected lines of action with
confidence.
··we must prepare ourselves for a
1uture that has no! yet emerged ano
recognize that within human affairs
there are no historical inevitabilities. ·
Neal said. "We must develop new ways
of living with discontinuities and
discover new ways of living with the
multiple realities of our times ...
Despite the many advances made by
the social sciences during the 20th
century. Neal said people today are
without clear conceptions either of the
qualities and attributes of modern
society or of the monumental forces
shaping our histor;.:..:i; destinies. "Yet
this much is clear." he said. "We can no
longer assume with confidence that
social life as it is known up to this point
will continue into the future. We have
become increasingly aware of the
historical uniqueness of the modern
world.
"As a nation. we do not know who we
are collectively. and we do not have a
clear vision of the direction in which
history is moving."
Neal said there are four leading
models of modem society: the
technological society, the
commodity-oriented society. the urban
society and the pluralistic society.

However. none is adequate for
capturing the full diversity and
heterogeneity of modern social life.
In discussing each one. Neal said
people typically regard the
technological achie·,ements of the
modern world as the work :it special:sts
or experts More and more people feel
their destinies are dependent on
sources of control that are external lo
themselves.
"While the individual technician is
skilled in providing answers to very
limited "how to" questions. he or she is
generaily lacking a clear vision on how
technology is interrelated with a broader
series of social events ... he said
In our commodity·onented society.
Neal said Americans. with less than
seven percent of the world's population.
are now consuming about 35 percent of
all the goods produced within the world
economy. This society. he noted. is not
oriented toward conserving scarce
resources for the benefit of future
generations.
"There is no evidence that increases
in the standard of living have been
accompanied by corresponding
increases in human happiness." Neal
said. "Apparently. money does not buy
happiness. Instead, several aspects of
modern culture encourage people to
want more, to expect more, and to
desire more. Through the positive
encouragement of desire. there is a
tendency for wants to become both
insatiable and unattainable."
Urban influences permeate the entire

Or. Arthur Neal delivered his convocation address as Distinguished University
Professor Nov. 4 at Bryan Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center.

social system, Neal said, and it really
doesn't matter where individual men and
women live. The social distance among
those in public places is symbolic of
what sociologists have called "the
atomization of the masses ...
"Under these circumstances.
individuals lack a common sense of
group identity. belonging and
community," Neal said. "They are

bound together by the common
authority of the state, and their life
circumstances are such that their
personal autonomy is threatened by
forces outside of themselves ...
One of the primary implications of a
pluralism society is that the personal life
of individual men and women tends to
become fragmented. segmented and
Gantinued on page 3

Forum seeks priority feedback on goals BGRA investors
he Ip SU ppO rt
Faculty and staff will have an
opportunity to offer input on prioritizing

scholarships for academically qualified
students.

selected areas by initiating new programs
at the master's level.

the University's Role and Mission
Statement at an open forum to be held
from 2:30·4 p.m. Nov. 17 in the
Community Suite at the University Union.
Eartier this year. President Olscamp
asked the Committee on Academic
Affairs to prioritize the statement's 2 7
goals. A standing committee of Faculty
Senate. CAA consists of nine faculty
members. a graduate and undergraduate
student and the vice president for
academic affairs.
Dr. Denise Trauth, radio-television-film
and chair of the committee, said the
project is still in the formative stage. but
she hopes to have a completed report or.
the committee's suggestions in January.
At that time it will be be forwarded to the
president and Faculty Senate.
"The committee wants as much input
as possible from all sectors of the
University on prioritizing the goals,"
Trauth said. "But it is the committee's
responsibility to apply its best judgment
by putting the goals in an order that
would best serve the University
community."
Input from the forum will be used in the
project, as weU as feedback from a
survey conducted by the vice president
for academic affairs which asked deans,
chairs and department directOl"S to
prioritize the goals.
"The whole process is an opportunity
for the University to reflect on itself,..
Trauth said. ''Although it is difficult to
prioritize the goals of a University. it is
very healthy to decide where it is going...
The goals to be prioritized are as
foBows: Under constituencies:
··To increase the financial aid and

··To become the first choice of Ohio
high school students with the highest
academic qualifications.
--To increase the number of minority
students who enroll and graduate from
the University.
··To recruit a substantially larger
number of academically qualified foreign
students.
··To attract increasing numbers of
academically qualified students from
out-of-state.
··To increase substantially the number
of its (the University's) graduate students
over the next 10 years.
··To attract on a yearly basis an
increasing number of non-traditional
students and to respond appropriate~,. to
their levels of preparation, experience.
needs and interests.
- To make its educational programs,
services. and the professional expertise
of its faculty available to governmental
agencies, business firms, educational
institulionS, and other organizationS,
groups and incfividuals.
Under academic programs:
··To maintain and enhance the
excellence of undergraduate education.
- To provide its undergraduate students
with a "practical liberal edur.ation ...
- To offer professional d....~ee
programs.
··To provide its students with an
international and intercuttural education.
- To create an environment which will
uphold, promote and instill multicultural
values in students. faculty and staff.
-To improve and enhance the graduate
programs that already exist on campus.
-To initiate new Ph.D. programs in

Under learning environments:
•. To support and enhance the
environment in which research takes
plac e.
••To provide the personalized qualities
of education available at a small school
and the range of opportunities available at
a large one.
-To recognize that the developmental
tasks essential to each individual must be
fostered.
--To provide opportunities for students
to develop a sense of personal fulfillment
within the context of an interdependent
· ty .
soete
Under faculty resources:
-To develop, maintain and recognize
effectiveness and excellence in teaching.
-To mobilize and enhance the research
and scholarly productivity of the faculty.
-To recruit the most creative and
productive faculty and administrative staff
as possible.
-To maximize the creative productivity
and teaching effectiveness of the faculty.
a policy of differential departmental and
inidividual teaching loads should be
instituted.
- To continue to upgrade and maintain
library. equipment. laboratory and other
resources necessary for teaching and
research.
-To significantly increase the level of
external funding for research and
education.
- To affirm the principles of academic
freedom and faculty governance.
Copies of the Role and Mission
Statement are available in department and
school offices.

the
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An alternative to the tax-free IRA is now
available through the University
Foundation.
The new "BGRA" enables an investor
to support the University. take advantage
of tax deductions for charitable gilts and.
in a future year of choice receive an
annual income based upon the entire
amount of the gilt every year for life.
Survivor benefits also can be arranged.
Then. upon the death of the donor and'or
the surviving beneficiary. the remainder
of the gift belongs to the University.
John Fogel, development. said the new
plan offers an attractive alternative to the
IRA, which lost much of its appeal to
investors through the new tax reform
legislation. With the "BGRA." a minimum
SS,000 gift to the University wiU be
invested through the Foundation as either
a deferred payment gift annuity or an
immediate payment gift annuity. Fogel
said.
The major difference between the two
annuities, he noted. is in the rate of
return. Wrth a deferred anrnE.·i. ttie
money is invested at least a year and
usually several years in advance of
payment. Then, when the payments
begin. they are at a much higher annual
rate. The longer the time between the
date of the investment and the date
payments begin, the higher the rate of
return.
A regular gift annuity is usually more
attractive to older donors because
payments begin immediately. often at
Continued on page 3

